UK-414,495, a selective inhibitor of neutral endopeptidase, potentiates pelvic nerve-stimulated increases in female genital blood flow in the anaesthetized rabbit
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Background and purpose: Female sexual arousal consists of a number of physiological responses resulting from increased genital blood. Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), neuropeptide Y and to a lesser extent nitric oxide are neurotransmitters found in the vasculature of the genitalia. Neutral endopeptidase (NEP) modulates the activity of neuropeptides including VIP. The aim of this study was to investigate the control of genital blood flow by VIP and endogenous neuropeptides using a selective NEP inhibitor [UK-414,495, ((R)-2-({1-[(5-ethyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl) carbamoyl]cyclopentyl}methyl) valeric acid)].

Experimental approach: Vaginal and clitoral blood flow (VBF and CBF) were monitored using laser Doppler in terminally anaesthetized New Zealand rabbits. Increases in VBF and CBF were induced by either electrical stimulation of the pelvic nerve or by i.v. infusion of VIP.

Key results: Stimulation of the pelvic nerve increased VBF and CBF, compared with basal flow. Increases were mimicked by infusion of exogenous VIP. UK-414,495 dose-dependently potentiated pelvic nerve-stimulated increases in VBF (EC50 = 37 nM; 3.6 × IC50 rabbit NEP). Nerve-stimulated increases in VBF and CBF were both enhanced after UK-414,495. UK-414,495 increased the amplitude and duration of VIP-induced increases in VBF. UK-414,495 had no effect on basal VBF or cardiovascular parameters.

Conclusions and implications: Inhibition of NEP potentiates pelvic nerve-stimulated increases in genital blood flow. This suggests that the endogenous neurotransmitter mediating genital blood flow is a substrate for NEP (most likely VIP). NEP inhibitors may restore sexual arousal in women adversely affected by female sexual arousal disorder.

Introduction

Female sexual arousal consists of a number of physiological responses that are observed during sexual excitement. These changes such as vaginal, labial and clitoral engorgement or vasocongestion result from increases in genital blood flow. Vasocongestion leads to increased vaginal lubrication via plasma transudation, increased vaginal compliance (relaxation of vaginal smooth muscle), clitoral erection and increases in genital sensitivity (Levin, 1991; Berman et al., 1999b; 2000; 2001; Berman, 2005). Knowledge of these hemodynamic processes and their local regulation is poorly understood and requires further investigation.

Female sexual arousal disorder (FSAD) is defined as ‘a persistent or recurrent inability to attain or to maintain until completion of the sexual activity adequate lubrication-swelling response of sexual excitement’ (Leiblum, 1998). FSAD is a highly prevalent sexual disorder affecting up to 40%
of women irrespective of age (Laumann et al., 1999). FSAD manifests itself as reduced vaginal, labial and clitoral engragement, which leads to a lack of vaginal lubrication and a lack of pleasurable genital sensation, and ultimately personal distress. Vascular insufficiency and/or neuropathies are a potential underlying pathophysiology that could lead to reduced increases in genital blood flow during sexual arousal and chronic diseases, such as hypertension, atherosclerosis and diabetes or physical trauma that effect blood flow and/or sensation have all been implicated in genital arousal dysfunction. Hormonal imbalances, psychological disturbances and adverse effects of medications have also been implicated, but none have been conclusively proven to cause FSAD (Goldstein and Berman, 1998; Berman et al., 1999b). It may be possible to restore the sexual arousal response in women suffering from FSAD by enhancing genital blood flow directly using genitally acting vasoactive mechanisms or, indirectly, via centrally acting agents that enhance sexual desire and/or subjective arousal.

A number of vasoactive agents, including oral phosphodiesterase type 5 (PDE5) inhibitors (reviewed in Schoen and Bachmann, 2009), adrenoceptors antagonists (Rosen et al., 1999) and topically applied prostaglandins (Heiman et al., 2006), have been tested in exploratory clinical studies in women with FSAD and all have been associated with mixed results. Whether these are the most appropriate mechanisms based on the physiology of female genitalia and our understanding of the regulation of genital blood flow remains to be established.

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), neuropeptide Y (NPY) and to a lesser extent nitric oxide (NO) are the potential vasoactive neurotransmitter candidates found in nerves that innervate the vasculature of the vagina (Hoyle et al., 1996). VIP is a non-adrenergic non-cholinergic neurotransmitter that has been suggested to play a role in causing relaxation of the muscles that make up the vaginal wall and the clitoral corpus cavernosum (Ziessen et al., 2002). Plasma concentrations of VIP are elevated during sexual arousal, and exogenously administered VIP has been shown to increase vaginal blood flow (VBF) and lubrication in healthy volunteers but it is associated with adverse cardiovascular effects (Ottesen et al., 1982; 1983; 1987). These data are certainly suggestive that VIP may play an important role in female genital arousal. Recently we have shown that, in addition to relaxing strips of vaginal wall smooth muscle, VIP, and a number of other neuropeptides, are potent vasodilators of rabbit vaginal artery (Aughton et al., 2008). The signal transduction pathway that mediates the effects of VIP in female genitalia is as yet characterized but, like in other tissues, is thought to be mediated by elevated cAMP (Traish et al., 1999; Uckert et al., 2005a,b).

Neutral endopeptidase or neprilysin (NEP; EC 3.4.24.11) is a zinc-dependent neutral endopeptidase enzyme, which is involved in the breakdown of several bioactive oligopeptides, cleaving peptide bonds on the amino side of hydrophobic amino acid residues (Duggan et al., 1995; Goulet et al., 1997; reviewed in Turner and Tanzawa, 1997; see Alexander et al., 2008). The peptides metabolized include natriuretic peptides (atrial natriuretic peptide, brain-type natriuretic peptide and C-type natriuretic peptide), bombesin, bradykinin, calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), endothelins, enkephalins, neurtensin, substance P (sub P) and VIP. Some of these peptides have potent vasodilatory and neurohormone functions, diuretic and natriuretic activity or mediate behaviour effects. Many of these are thought to be involved in the sexual arousal response. We recently described a prototype development candidate UK-414,495 ((R)-2-((1-[5-(5-ethyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl) carbamoyl]cyclopentyl)ethyl) valeric acid), which is a novel, potent and selective inhibitor of NEP (R-13 in Pryde et al., 2006). In addition to being a potent inhibitor of human NEP, UK-414,495 is also a potent inhibitor of rabbit isolated native NEP (IC50 = 10 nM; Pryde et al., 2006).

Because VIP has been shown to have physiological effects on the female genitalia, and NEP has been shown to degrade VIP, plus as in hamster cheek pouch inhibition of NEP leads to increased VIP-induced vasodilatation (Suzuki et al., 1996), our hypothesis was that inhibition of NEP will potentiate the endogenous vasorelaxant effect of bioactive peptides released during arousal and ultimately this may have the clinical effect of enhancing genital engorgement and restoring sexual arousal in women with FSAD. The aim of this study was to use an anaesthetized rabbit model of genital arousal to investigate the identity of endogenous vasoactive agents/mechanisms that mediate vaginal and clitoral blood flow, focusing on the peptide substrates of NEP. To do this we used VIP and UK-414,495 as pharmacological probes. Additionally this study was designed to be a predictor for investigating the pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic properties of UK-414,495 on rabbit VBF and aiding dose setting for this development compound.

Methods

Anaesthetic protocol

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act (1986) and Home Office guidelines.

Female New Zealand rabbits (~2.5 kg) were pre-medicated with a combination of medetomidine (Domitor®, Pfizer, Ltd., Sandwich, UK) 0.5 mL kg⁻¹ i.m. and ketamine (Vetalar®, Pfizer) 0.25 mL kg⁻¹ i.m. while oxygen intake was maintained via a face mask. The rabbits were tracheotomized using a Portex™ uncuffed endotracheal tube (ID 3 mm), connected to a ventilator and maintained at a ventilation rate of 30–40 breaths min⁻¹, with an approximate tidal volume of 18–20 mL, and a maximum airway pressure of 10 cm H₂O. Anaesthesia was then switched to isoflurane and ventilation continued with O₂ at 2 L min⁻¹. The right marginal ear vein was cannulated using a 23 G or 24 G catheter, and Lactated Ringer solution perfused at 0.5 mL min⁻¹. The rabbit was maintained at 3% isoflurane during invasive surgery, dropping to 2% for maintenance anaesthesia.

Cannulation of vessels

The left groin area of the rabbit was shaved and a vertical incision was made approximately 5 cm in length along the thigh. The femoral vein was exposed, isolated and then cannulated with a PVC catheter (17 G) for the infusion of drugs and compounds. Cannulation was repeated for the femoral...
artery; the catheter was inserted to a depth of 10 cm to ensure that the catheter reached the abdominal aorta. This arterial catheter was linked to a Gould system to record blood pressure. Samples for blood gas analysis were also taken via the arterial catheter. Systolic and diastolic pressures were measured, and the mean arterial pressure calculated using the formula (diastolic × 2 + systolic) ÷ 3. Heart rate was measured via the pulse oxymeter and Po-ne-mah data acquisition software system (Ponemah Physiology Platform, Gould Instrument Systems Inc., Valley View, OH, USA).

Stimulation of pelvic nerve
A ventral midline incision was made into the abdominal cavity. The incision was about 5 cm in length just above the pubis. The fat and muscle was bluntly dissected away to reveal the hypogastric nerve, which runs down the body cavity. It was essential to keep close to the side curve of the pubis wall in order to avoid damaging the femoral vein and artery, which lie above the pubis. The sciatic and pelvic nerves lie deeper and were located after further dissection on the dorsal side of the rabbit. Once the sciatic nerve had been identified, the pelvic nerve was easily located. The term ‘pelvic nerve’ is loosely applied; anatomy books on the subject fail to identify the nerves in sufficient detail. The pelvic nerve is known to innervate the female genitalia and it is documented that stimulation of the pelvic nerve causes an increase in genital blood flow. We are confident that the nerve we were stimulating in this study was the pelvic nerve, because: (i) upon stimulation we observe an increase in vaginal and clitoral blood flow; and (ii) we had traced the passage of the nerve from the female genitalia, through the pelvic ganglion back to its spinal origin in the S2/S4 region. The pelvic nerve was freed away from surrounding tissue and a Harvard bipolar stimulating electrode was placed around the nerve. The pelvic nerve was slightly lifted to give some tension, then the electrode was secured in position. Approximately 1 mL of light paraffin oil was placed around the pelvic nerve and electrode. This acts as a protective lubricant to the pelvic nerve and prevents blood contamination of the electrode. The electrode was connected to a Grass S88 stimulator. The pelvic nerve was stimulated using the following parameters: 5 V, pulse width 0.5 ms, duration of stimulus 10 s and a frequency range of 2–16 Hz. Reproducible responses were obtained when the nerve was stimulated every 15 min. A frequency response curve was determined at the start of each experiment in order to determine the optimum frequency to use as a submaximal response, normally 4 Hz. The compound(s) to be tested were infused, via the femoral vein, using a Harvard 22 infusion pump allowing a continuous stimulation cycle every 15 min.

Positioning of laser Doppler probes
A ventral midline incision was made, at the caudal end of the pubis, to expose the pubic area. Connective tissue was removed to expose the tunica of the clitoris, ensuring that the wall was free from small blood vessels. The external vaginal wall was also exposed by removing any connective tissue. One laser Doppler flow probe was inserted 3 cm into the vagina, so that half the probe shaft was still visible. A second probe was positioned so that it lay just above the external clitoral wall. The position of these probes was then adjusted until a signal was obtained. Both probes were clamped in position. Vaginal and clitoral blood flow was recorded either as numbers directly from the Flowmeter (ALF 21D) using Po-ne-mah data acquisition software, or indirectly from a Gould chart recorder trace. Calibration was set at the beginning of the experiment (0–125 mL·min⁻¹ per 100 g tissue).

Infusion of VIP
The doses of VIP infused were 6, 20 and 60 μg·kg⁻¹ i.v. and were infused in a volume of 1.0 mL of saline. VIP was infused using a Harvard 22 pump, infusing at 500 μL·min⁻¹ via a three-way tap into the femoral vein. After VIP infusion, the catheter was flushed with heparin-treated saline (Hepsaline) so that no VIP was left in the catheter. For experiments using VIP infusions, there was a need for an initial sensitizing dose–response curve (60 μg·kg⁻¹), in order that reproducible responses could be obtained. An initial infusion of Hepsaline (50 U·mL⁻¹) was infused to act as a negative control.

Infusion of UK-414,495
To achieve steady-state plasma concentrations of UK-414,495 a loading dose was administered followed by infusion of a steady-state dose. The inhibitor and saline vehicle controls were infused at the same rate. NEP inhibitors were left for 30 min prior to a VIP dose–response curve, or for 15 min prior to pelvic nerve stimulation. UK-414,495 was infused to achieve steady-state plasma concentrations at 1, 3, 10, 30 and 100 × IC₅₀ values based on the rabbit isolated enzyme IC₅₀ (10.2 nM). The loading dose was administered i.v. as a 1 mL infusion volume at a rate of 0.5 mL·min⁻¹. The cannula was immediately flushed with 0.3 mL saline to purge the cannula of any remaining loading dose. This was followed by the maintenance dose, which was infused at a constant rate of 20 μL·min⁻¹. Blood samples were collected and free plasma drug levels for each infusion of UK-414,495 were quantified using mass spectroscopy (LC-MS/MS; Pryde et al., 2006).

UK-414,495 has demonstrated good transdermal penetration across intact human stratum corneum which, given the low molecular weight (339) and its log D (0.5), would be expected (D. McCleverty, Pfizer Global R&D, unpubl. obs.). The vaginal wall is not expected to present such a barrier and therefore we would expect to see a greater flux in vivo across the vaginal wall. Following its administration, UK-414,495 in contact with the vaginal wall is predicted to be well absorbed. The formulation used contained UK-414,495 at 90% saturation in 50% propylene glycol/50% water made viscous with carboxymethyl cellulose giving a final concentration of approximately 2.5 mg·mL⁻¹. The administration of 0.2 mL provides a maximal dose of 0.5 mg. UK-414,495 was applied topically to the internal vaginal wall via an ‘in house’ designed applicator. Basically, pieces of tubing (ID 3 mm, OD 4 mm) 10 cm in length were cut and attached to a 1 mL syringes. The syringes were each filled with a control gel (containing no UK-414,495) or the formulation described above. The tubing was inserted 2 cm into the vagina, and 0.2 mL of the gel was gently injected to avoid disturbing the
laser Doppler probe. The addition of gel caused no major distension to the vagina and there was no excessive leakage of the gels from within the vagina during non-stimulated or stimulated periods.

**Data analysis**

The Po-ne-mah data acquisition software system (Ponemah Physiology Platform) was obtained from Gould Instrument Systems Inc. (8333 Rockside Road, Valley View, OH, USA). Laser Doppler, ALF 21D was supplied by Linton Instruments (Diss, Norfolk, UK). All data are reported as mean ± SEM. Significant changes were identified using Student’s t-tests (independent or paired as appropriate) versus baseline.

**Drugs**

The drug and molecular target nomenclature used in this paper are in agreement with BIP’s Guide to Receptors and Channels (Alexander et al., 2008). VIP was purchased from Bachem (H-3775) and UK-414,495 (R-13 in Pryde et al., 2006) was synthesized at Pfizer Global R&D. For infusion studies, both VIP and UK-414,495 were dissolved in saline, and saline was used as the vehicle control. For topical delivery studies, the formulation used for UK-414,495 was 50% propylene glycol/50% water made viscous with carboxymethyl cellulose.

Medetomidine (Domitor®) was obtained from Pfizer Animal Health-VM 3649/4001; ketamine (Vetalar®) from Pharmacia and Upjohn-VM 14851/4009 and isoflurane (Isoflo®vet) from Schering-Plough, Animal Health-346/49/A.

**Results**

**UK-414,495 significantly enhanced the female sexual arousal response**

Stimulation of the pelvic nerve induced frequency-dependent increases in vaginal and clitoral blood flow. These values, both absolute and relative to baseline, were of similar amplitude to those previously observed in human studies and animal models of arousal (Park et al., 1997; Min et al., 2000; Berman et al., 2001; 2003; Angulo et al., 2003; 2006; Kim et al., 2004). Submaximal stimulation of the pelvic nerve resulted in reproducible increases in genital blood flow that were maintained for up to 5 h (data not shown).

Pelvic nerve-stimulated (PNS) increases in VBF were significantly potentiated by escalating doses of UK-414,495. Submaximal increases in VBF were significantly enhanced c. 33% compared with baseline control increases following i.v. infusion of UK-414,495 (37.3 ± 2.7 vs. 28.2 ± 1.2 mL·min⁻¹ per 100 g tissue; P < 0.01), at free plasma concentrations of 3× rabbit NEP IC₅₀ (Figure 1). At this dose, significant enhancement was observed 45 min after infusion commenced. A maximal potentiation of VBF was observed at approximately 10 × IC₅₀, this equated to approximately a 53% enhancement of control increases (45.4 ± 2.5 vs. 28.2 ± 1.2 mL·min⁻¹ per 100 g tissue; n = 3–10). Increasing the dose, up to 100 × IC₅₀, had no additional effect on VBF Control vehicle infusions had no effect on nerve-stimulated increases in VBF (27 vs. 31 mL·min⁻¹ per 100 g tissue; n = 2).

UK-414,495 had no effect on basal genital blood flow in the absence of pelvic nerve stimulation. The small non-significant increases shown in Figure 1 in basal VBF observed at 10 × IC₅₀ arose from one animal out of 10 where the baseline increased. Control vehicle infusions had no effect on unstimulated VBF (4 vs. 5 mL·min⁻¹ per 100 g tissue; n = 2). This reinforces our view that this agent will enhance the arousal response by potentiating endogenously released peptides, and will not induce arousal in the absence of sexual stimulation. Additionally, UK-414,495 had no significant effects on either heart rate or mean arterial blood pressure (data not shown).

Analysis of plasma samples allowed investigation of the pharmacodynamic relationship between the extent of NEP inhibition and corresponding effect on VBF. UK-414,495 produced a sigmoidal dose-dependent potentiation of PNS-induced increases in VBF following i.v. infusion in the anaesthetized rabbit. VBF became significantly elevated (P < 0.01), above control flow changes, at a free plasma concentrations of 43 ± 9 nM (Figure 2). Maximal potentiation was observed at approximately 103 ± 12 nM. On fitting a sigmoidal curve through the data, the dose required to enhance VBF to 50% of the maximum achievable increase in flow could be calculated (termed EC₅₀). The EC₅₀ for UK-414,495-mediated
potentiation in VBF was 37.0 ± 8.9 nM and this value is equivalent to 3.6 × IC_{50} for UK-414,495 against native rabbit NEP.

In a separate study both vaginal and clitoral blood flow were simultaneously monitored following an i.v. bolus injection of the NEP inhibitor. UK-414,495 (1 mg·kg\(^{-1}\) i.v. bolus) significantly potentiated PNS increases in both vaginal and clitoral blood flow (128 ± 49% and 208 ± 77%, respectively; Figure 3) compared with baseline control increases. The magnitude of the increases observed could not be compared with the increases seen in the above infusion studies due to lower baseline conditions.

**UK-414,495 enhanced vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP)-induced increases in VBF**

The identity of the neurotransmitter candidate(s) released during sexual arousal and/or pelvic nerve stimulation is currently unidentified. Ottesen et al. have shown that infusion of VIP results in increases in VBF and lubrication in healthy volunteers (Ottesen et al., 1982; 1983; 1987). To investigate whether UK-414,495 could be enhancing neuronally released VIP, we monitored the amplitude and duration of VIP-induced increases in VBF in the presence and absence of UK-414,495.

Exogenous VIP (6–60 μg·kg\(^{-1}\) i.v. bolus) induced dose-dependent increases in VBF (see Figure 4A). VIP was significantly increased, by 14.6 ± 3.5 mL·min\(^{-1}\) per 100 g tissue, after i.v. administration of VIP (60 μg·kg\(^{-1}\)). The VIP-induced increase was roughly equivalent to the submaximal increased observed during pelvic nerve stimulation. Lower doses induced smaller increases for example 20 μg·kg\(^{-1}\), elevated blood flow by 3.3 ± 0.7 mL·min\(^{-1}\) per 100 g tissue. UK-414,495 (i.v. infusion) significantly enhanced the amplitude of VIP (20 and 60 μg·kg\(^{-1}\))-induced increases in VBF by 67% and 60% respectively (Figure 4A).

UK-414,495 significantly enhanced VIP (60 μg·kg\(^{-1}\); i.v.)-induced increases in VBF, compared with increases during vehicle infusions, in the absence of PNS (Figure 4). Pretreatment with UK-414,495 produced a 67% increase in the peak amplitude of the blood flow response, a 96% increase in area under the curve (calculated from Figure 4B) and increased the duration of the VIP-induced blood flow response from 5.9 to 9.8 min (i.e. 66% increase at 50% of peak response). The free plasma concentration of UK-414,495 was later calculated to be 557 ± 50 nM (approximately 50 × IC_{50} rabbit native NEP).

**Effects of topically applied UK-414,495 on VBF**

UK-414,495, when applied intravaginally (0.5 mg in 0.2 mL vehicle), prior to pelvic nerve stimulation, enhanced nerve-stimulated increases in VBF within 15 min of application (c. 73% 1 h after administration; Figure 5) compared with gel vehicle control. The degree of enhancement observed is comparable to the increases seen after i.v. infusion of the compound – yet occurred when the free plasma concentration of UK-414,495 was 8.0 ± 1.6 nM (a concentration that would not be expected to cause a potentiation of VBF; see Figure 2).

After the initial insertion of the tubing or application of the 0.2 mL of the vehicle gel, the non-stimulated/basal VBF did not appear to change, neither were any changes observed on stimulated VBF (data not shown).
Discussion and conclusions

This study has shown that stimulation of the pelvic nerve induces increases in vaginal and clitoral blood flow and these increases in VBF can be mimicked by infusion of exogenous VIP. Pretreatment with UK-414,495, a selective inhibitor of NEP, dose-dependently potentiated these PNS increases in VBF by approximately 33% at unbound drug concentrations equivalent to 4 × IC50 for native rabbit NEP and maximal enhancement (~53%) at 10 × IC50. UK-414,495 had no effect on systemic cardiovascular parameters. Also, UK-414,495 had no effect on basal (non-stimulated) genital blood flow. However, PNS increases in vaginal and clitoral blood flow were both significantly enhanced after NEP inhibition. Also, pretreatment with UK-414,495 significantly enhanced the amplitude and duration of VIP-induced increases in vaginal flow. In addition, intravaginal topical application of UK-414,495 enhanced PNS increases in VBF (~73%) at unbound plasma concentrations that would not be expected to cause a potentiation of VBF, strongly suggesting a local vaginal effect.

The vaginal artery, the vaginal branch of the uterine artery, the internal pudendal artery and the middle branches of the middle rectal artery are all involved in supplying blood to the genitalia. During female sexual arousal genital blood flow is not mirrored by increased venous drainage but allowing the capillary networks to become engorged with blood. Vaginal lubrication, via increased plasma transudation, is one of the first pelvic responses observed during sexual arousal. The increased arterial blood flow is not mirrored by increased venous drainage thus allowing the capillary networks to become engorged with blood. Vaginal lubrication, via increased plasma transudation is one of the first pelvic responses observed during sexual stimulation.

The neurotransmitters that are released during sexual arousal, or pelvic nerve stimulation, are currently unidenti-
Nerves containing CGRP, NPY, NO synthase (NOS), sub P and VIP, innervating the vasculature and microvasculature of the vagina and clitoris, have all been identified immunohistochemically (NPY > VIP >> NOS > CGRP > SP; Hoyle et al., 1996; Burnett et al., 1997; Hauser-kronberger et al., 1999). Ottesen et al. (1982; 1983; 1987) provided support for VIP as a neurotransmitter candidate by demonstrating that plasma concentrations of VIP are doubled during sexual arousal and, importantly, that administration of exogenous VIP to healthy women, either intravenously or directly into the vaginal wall, increased VBF and lubrication, although this was associated with hypotensive effects. Studies investigating the mechanism(s) by which VIP exerts its effects in the female genitalia are limited and there is no evidence that VIP is released from the neurons during sexual arousal.

Based on our data obtained in this study, we propose that during sexual arousal parasympathetic neurones release neuropeptides. One or more of these peptides, and specifically one that is metabolized by NEP, plays an important role in female genital arousal and participates in the local control of blood flow. The most likely peptide released is VIP, although we cannot rule out the possibility that other NEP substrates, such as endothelins or natriuretic peptides (see below), are involved. In the vagina and clitoris neurona]ly released VIP then activates the adenylate cyclase/CAMP pathway, based on VIP receptor coupling studies, which ultimately results in genital engorgement. The biological activity of VIP is terminated by NEP, and, hence, NEP inhibition prolongs the biological activity of the released peptide. The presence of NEP mRNA and protein in human and rabbit vagina has been confirmed by Northern and Western analyses (data not shown). However, there is evidence that other NEP metabolized peptides are involved in this response; for example, elevated natriuretic peptides have been implicated in persistent genital sexual arousal in women following withdrawal from antidepressant drug therapy (Bell et al., 2007). Interestingly some of these neurotransmitter candidates are elevated in disease conditions that are often concomitant with FSAD and as such may be associated with the pathophysiology of this condition. Endothelins may increase vascular contractility, impeding vasocongestion, as ET increases tension of isolated vaginal smooth muscle strips (Ückert et al., 2005a) and plasma levels are elevated in hypertension/cardiovascular disease (Kirkby et al., 2008; Versari et al., 2009). However, there are no reports of elevated, or reduced, neuropeptide levels in women with FSAD. Agents that enhance the nitrergic/cGMP pathway, such as PDE5 inhibitors, have been shown to potentiate nerve-stimulated increases vaginal and clitoral blood flow in rabbits (Min et al., 2000; Angulo et al., 2006), rats (Kim et al., 2004) and dogs (Angulo et al., 2003). This suggests that NO is also likely to be involved in the regulation of genital blood flow; however, these increases in genital blood flow do not appear to translate to broad clinical efficacy in women with FSAD.

This study does have a number of limitations that need to be taken into account. First, the rabbit model we used has not been validated and the translation of results obtained in the rabbit to humans is currently unknown, especially when one considers that the link between blood flow and subjective arousal remains controversial. This will only be resolved when a therapeutic agent that improves sexual function in women also displays efficacy in the rabbit model. Second, the rabbit does not undergo an oestrus cycle and so does not ovulate until mounted, resulting in a dioestrous state with low circulating oestrogen levels (and the reason why rabbits were chosen in order to control for variability in circulating sex hormone levels). Third, we assessed genital blood flow (a biomarker of sexual arousal) following electrical stimulation of the pelvic nerve, and in humans there may be additional afferent/efferent neuronal pathways and paracrine factors involved in this response that are absent from the model used in this study.

Female sexual arousal disorder manifests itself as reduced genital engorgement, which leads to a lack of vaginal lubrication, a lack of pleasurable genital sensation, and ultimately personal distress. Vascular insufficiency and/or neuropathies are a potential underlying pathophysiology that could lead to reduced increases in genital blood flow. Despite the link between genital blood flow and subjective sexual arousal still remaining unproven, there is growing evidence from a number of exploratory clinical studies in women with FSAD that increases in genital blood flow are associated with increases in subjective arousal. Intravaginal delivery of the vasodilator alprostadil has been shown to induce genital vasocongestion and patients reported greater assessments of physical and emotional arousal, and sexual satisfaction (Heiman et al., 2006). Yet oral phentolamine, despite having no clear effect on VBF, had a mild, positive effect on subjective measures of arousal including lubrication and pleasurable sensations (Rosen et al., 1999). The most studied clinical agent in FSAD is sildenafil, a PDE5 inhibitor, with at least 10 clinical studies published (reviewed in Schoen and Bachmann, 2009). Sildenafil has been shown to improve sexual arousal in specific subgroups of FSAD and normal sexual desire appears to be critical for its efficacy (Berman et al., 2003), which makes sense, given that the drive to be sexual needs to be present for the genital haemodynamic event to occur. Only a few studies have looked at both genital blood flow and subjective reporting, and these have shown that only in specific cases of FSAD, increasing genital blood flow translates to improved subjective arousal whereas the broad FSAD population showed no response to sildenafil (Sipski et al., 2000; Basson and Brotto, 2003; Caruso et al., 2006). Based on our growing knowledge of female genital physiology, the neurotransmitter candidates present in the genitalia and the effects of exogenous administration of VIP in women, it is questionable whether the mechanisms that have been tested in women with FSAD are the most appropriate. It is possible that they may have contributed to the increasing confusion and sub-division of this distressing condition.

In conclusion, this study clearly demonstrates that inhibition of NEP potentiates both vaginal and clitoral blood flow in an anaesthetized rabbit model of female sexual arousal. Moreover, these data indicate that the endogenous neurotransmitter mediating these vascular effects is a substrate for NEP. Importantly, inhibition of NEP had no effect on basal genital blood flow, and this reinforces our view that NEP inhibitors will not induce sexual arousal in the absence of sexual stimulation. Moreover, inhibition of NEP may offer an opportunity to enhance the endogenous of VIP and avoid the
hypotensive effects associated with exogenous administration of, for example, VIP. The data demonstrate the importance of peptidergic neurotransmission in the female genital arousal response. Clinical usage of NEP inhibitors may help us explain the link between female genital blood flow and subjective arousal. Further preclinical and clinical studies are warranted and they may provide a novel mechanism to help women who are adversely affected by FSAD.
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